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Spatial Cytoskeleton Organization Supports
Targeted Intracellular Transport
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ABSTRACT The efficiency of intracellular cargo transport from specific sources to target locations is strongly dependent upon
molecular motor-assisted motion along the cytoskeleton. Radial transport along microtubules and lateral transport along the fil-
aments of the actin cortex underneath the cell membrane are characteristic for cells with a centrosome. The interplay between
the specific cytoskeleton organization and the motor performance results in a spatially inhomogeneous intermittent search strat-
egy. To analyze the efficiency of such intracellular search strategies, we formulate a random velocity model with intermittent
arrest states. We evaluate efficiency in terms of mean first passage times for three different, frequently encountered intracellular
transport tasks: 1) the narrow escape problem, which emerges during cargo transport to a synapse or other specific region of the
cell membrane; 2) the reaction problem, which considers the binding time of two particles within the cell; and 3) the reaction-
escape problem, which arises when cargo must be released at a synapse only after pairing with another particle. Our results
indicate that cells are able to realize efficient search strategies for various intracellular transport tasks economically through
a spatial cytoskeleton organization that involves only a narrow actin cortex rather than a cell body filled with randomly oriented
actin filaments.
INTRODUCTION
Intracellular transport of various cargoes from specific or-
igins to target locations is crucial for the correct function
of cells and organisms. The cytoskeleton is a self-orga-
nizing filamentous network that shapes the mechanical
and rheological characteristics of the cell (1–5), drives
cell motility or division (6), and coordinates cargo trans-
port between different cellular regions (7–9). The main
components of the cytoskeleton that are involved in intra-
cellular transport are the polarized microtubules and actin
filaments. Associated motor proteins walk actively along
these filaments as they simultaneously bind to cargo par-
ticles (10,11). Kinesin and dynein motors, which run on
microtubules, cooperate in transport with myosin motors,
which walk on actin filaments. Several motors of diverse
species are attached to one cargo concurrently (12–16).
Correct cargo delivery thus depends on the coordination
of microtubule- and actin-based transport. Experimental
data suggest that such coordination is achieved by regula-
tion of the respective motor species activity through
signaling processes (16–19). A prominent example is the
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transfer of pigment granules between the actin and the
microtubule network of melanophores, which is tightly
controlled by the intracellular level of cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (20).

Furthermore, intracellular transport switches between
two modes of motility; ballistic motion along the cytoskel-
eton is interrupted by effectively stationary states (21).
Cargo-motor complexes frequently pause because of me-
chanical constraints by intersection nodes of the cyto-
skeleton and potentially cycles of detachment and
reattachment processes in the crowded cytoplasm, which
subsequently lead to a reorientation of the transport direc-
tion (12,22–26). The run-and-pause behavior of cargo influ-
ences the diffusional properties (27) as well as the efficiency
of intracellular transport.

Typically, cargo, like proteins, vesicles, and other or-
ganelles, emerges in one region of the cell but is needed
in some other area or has to fuse with a mobile reaction
partner. In the absence of a direct connection between
searcher and target, the transport is a stochastic process
with random alternation between ballistic motion and re-
orienting arrest states, which is denoted as intermittent
search (28). A particular set of parameters defining this
stochastic process, such as the switching rates between
ballistic transport and pauses, represents a specific inter-
mittent search strategy.
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Cytoskeleton Supports Targeted Transport
The efficiency of a search strategy is commonly evaluated
in terms of the mean first passage time that a randomly mov-
ing particle needs to find a target. It has been shown that tun-
ing the search parameters can substantially decrease the
mean first passage time in homogeneous and isotropic envi-
ronments, i.e., under the assumption of a spatially constant
density of filament orientations with no preferred direction.
For instance, it has been determined that an optimal choice
of the switching rates enhances the efficiency of intermittent
search strategies (28–31), and the search of small targets
on the surface of spherical domains also benefits from
modulated phases of surface-mediated and bulk diffusion
(32,33). Moreover, it has recently been shown that intracel-
lular transport can profit from inhomogeneous cytoskeletal
organizations by demonstrating that the transit time from
the nucleus to the whole cell boundary can be reduced by
confining the cytoskeleton to a delimited shell within the
cell (34).

However, real cell cytoskeletons display a complex
spatial organization that is neither homogeneous nor
isotropic. For instance, in cells with a centrosome, the mi-
crotubules emanate radially from the central microtubule
organizing center (MTOC) and actin filaments form a thin
cortex underneath the plasma membrane, with a broad dis-
tribution of directions again centered around the radial di-
rection (6) (see Fig. 1 a for a sketch). Consequently, the
cytoskeleton is very inhomogeneous and characterized by
a well-defined actin cortex (35,36). In essence, the specific
spatial organization of the cytoskeleton represents, in
conjunction with motor-assisted transport, an intermittent
search strategy, which is probably optimized for specific
frequently occurring transport tasks but less well-suited
for others. It is still obscure how much the efficiency of
diverse transport tasks is affected by the interplay between
ba
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spatially inhomogeneous cytoskeleton organization, motor
performance, and detection mode, in particular in compari-
son to homogeneous search strategies.

Here, we investigate this question by formulating a
random velocity model with intermittent arrest states in
spatially inhomogeneous environments. With the aid of
computer simulations, we analyze the search in terms of
the mean first passage time to detection for three basic
tasks, which are frequently encountered in intracellular
transport:

1) Transport of cargo from an arbitrary position within the
cell, typically from a location close to the nucleus, to a
specific area on the plasma membrane. For instance,
directed secretion by immune cells requires the forma-
tion of an immunological synapse (37,38), and transport
of secretion material toward the synapse involves active
motion along the cytoskeleton (39,40). Active transport
toward a specific area on the plasma membrane is also
required to reinforce spatial asymmetries of proteins
that regulate polarized cell functions (such as Cdc42 in
budding yeast (41)), to induce the outgrowth of dendrites
or axons from neurons (42,43), or to recover plasma
membrane damages (44,45). The stochastic search for
a specific small area on the boundary of a search domain
is reminiscent of the so-called narrow escape problem
(46,47). Here we ask whether the specific organization
of the cytoskeleton, as sketched in Fig. 1 a, has the po-
tential to solve the narrow escape problem more effi-
ciently than the homogeneous pendant.

2) The enhancement of the reaction kinetics between
two reaction partners by motor-assisted transport. We
consider the binding time of two independently moving
particles within the cell such as fusing vesicles, e.g., late
c

argeted intracellular transport by kinesin, dynein, and myosin motor pro-
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endosomes and lysosomes (6,48). In particular, we check
for the impact of an inhomogeneous cytoskeleton organi-
zation and two different reaction modes. In the context of
intermittent search strategies, it is typically assumed that
detection is only possible in the phase of slow displace-
ment (28,49,50), i.e., in the waiting state. Although
some experimental data suggest a connection between
mobility of particles and likelihood of reactions
(51,52), it remains elusive whether this assumption is
valid for all chemical reactions that take place inside
living cells. Therefore, we study two possible detection
modes. Reaction may either be possible by simple
encounter, no matter what state both particles possess,
or it may exclusively be possible when both particles
are in the waiting state.

3) Finally, the combination of the reaction and escape prob-
lem, in which cargo first has to bind to a reaction partner
before it can be delivered or dock at a specific area of the
cell boundary such as a synapse. A prominent realization
is the docking of lytic granules at the immunological
synapse of cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (37,39,40), which
requires them to pair with CD3-containing endosomes
beforehand (53). Lytic granules have a low docking
probability at the synapse, whereas endosomes loaded
with CD3 receptors have a high docking probability.
Apparently, it represents an advantageous strategy to
tether lytic granules and CD3 endosomes first to guar-
antee the delivery of cytotoxic cargo exclusively to the
synapse. We analyze how the spatial organization of
the cytoskeleton supports the efficiency of this strategy
for different reaction modes.

In the following, we refer to these three problems of intra-
cellular transport as 1) the narrow escape problem, 2) the re-
action problem, and 3) the reaction-escape problem.

Our goal is to show that in all cases, spatially inhomoge-
neous intermittent search strategies exist that are more effi-
cient than their homogeneous counterpart and that are
actually realized by the spatial organization of the cytoskel-
eton of cells with a centrosome (see Fig. 1 a).
f ðarotÞ ¼
�
pantero dðarotÞ þ ð1� panteroÞdðarot � pÞ; for 0< r <Rm � d;

1=ð2pÞ; for Rm � d< r <Rm;
(3)
In the following, we present an extension of (54). There
we focused on the narrow escape problem for random walks
with intermittent arrest states. Here we study in addition the
reaction and the reaction-escape problem in inhomogeneous
environments. Our results are in agreement with recent find-
ings for inhomogeneous search strategies with intermittent
diffusion in the limit of a vanishing diffusion coefficient
1422 Biophysical Journal 114, 1420–1432, March 27, 2018
(49,50). In contrast to (49,50), we systematically study the
impact of pausing states on the efficiency of intracellular
transport task. We further explore the impact of the detec-
tion mode on the reaction kinetics, focus on mobile reaction
partners with identical as well as nonidentical motility prop-
erties, and take several steps toward a more realistic distri-
bution of cytoskeleton filaments.
METHODS

For this purpose, we present a coarse-grained perspective on intracellular

transport by exploring the effective cargo movement and neglecting the step-

ping of individual motors at the molecular level. We formulate an intermittent

random velocity model in continuous two-dimensional (2D) space and time

in which a particle performs a random walk with two alternating motility

modes: 1) a ballistic motion state at velocity vðv;fvÞ, which is associated to

directed transport bymolecularmotors betweenbinding andunbinding events,

and 2) a waiting state, in which motors are unbound or particles are stuck at

filament crossings. The speed v is assumed to be constant throughout the

following. Transitions from motion to waiting state (waiting to motion state)

are determined by a constant rate km/w ðkw/mÞ. Hence, the residence times

tm and tw in each state of motility are exponentially distributed as follows:

pðtmÞ ¼ km/we
�km/wtm (1)

and

pðtwÞ ¼ kw/me
�kw/mtw ; (2)

with mean values 1=km/w and 1=kw/m. This is biologically reasonable, as

active lifetimes of cargoes are reported to be exponentially distributed (55).
Whereas the rate km/w represents the detachment rate of the particle, kw/m

defines the mean waiting time per arrest state.

After a waiting period, the particle changes its direction of motion ac-

cording to a characteristic rotation angle arot that reflects the specific spatial

organization of the cytoskeleton.We idealize the cytoskeleton of a spherical

cell with radius Rm by introducing a well-defined actin cortex of width d un-

derneath the plasma membrane, which splits the cytoplasm into interior and

periphery, as sketched in Fig. 1 b. Although the interior only contains

microtubules, which emanate radially from the central MTOC, the periph-

ery is dominated by randomly oriented actin filaments. With regard

to the spatial organization of the cytoskeleton, the walking direction

fv ¼ fr þ arot is updated with respect to the polar angle of the current

position rðr;frÞ and the rotation angle arot is drawn from the idealized

distribution,
where pantero is the probability for anterograde transport (radially outward

transport along microtubule plus direction) and ð1� panteroÞ is the probabil-
ity for retrograde transport (radially inward transport along microtubule

minus direction). Hence pantero reflects the activity level of a particular motor

species. For instance, pantero ¼ 0 corresponds to a high activity of dyneins,

which carry the cargo to the cell center, whereas for pantero ¼ 1, the cargo

is mainly transported in the periphery by myosins. Intermediate values of

pantero enable a frequent exchange between microtubule- and actin-based
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transport. The distribution of velocity directions given by Eq. 3 depends on

the current particle position r within the cell, which accounts for the

inhomogeneity of the cytoskeleton. The distribution f ðarotÞ, together with
the state transition rates km/w and kw/m, defines a search strategy which

is generally inhomogeneous and anisotropic. Here, the special case

d ¼ Rm leads to a spatially homogeneous and isotropic search strategy.

At time t ¼ 0, we assume the particle to start its search in the motion

state at position r0, which may either be uniformly distributed throughout

the cell (f ðr0Þ ¼ 1=Rm, f ðfr0Þ ¼ 1=ð2pÞ) or deterministically at the center

of the cell ðr ¼ 0Þ. Apart from stochastic transitions to the waiting state

with rate km/w, a ballistically moving particle pauses automatically at

the MTOC (r ¼ 0), at the inner border of the actin cortex (r ¼ Rm � d),

and at the cell membrane (r ¼ Rm), where the rotation angle distribution

f ðarotÞ is restricted to available values. For the narrow escape problem,

the search is terminated when the particle hits the plasma membrane at

the exit zone of opening angle aexit, as illustrated in Fig. 1 b. In the case

of the reaction problem, the search is terminated by encounter of searcher

and target particle (
��rS � rT

�� ¼ Rd, see Fig. 1, b and c) either regardless

of their motility state or only possible in the waiting state. Reaction takes

place instantaneously. In the reaction-escape problem, searcher and target

particle first have to react before the newly formed product particle can

be transported to a specific zone on the membrane of the cell. In

the following, we use rescaled, dimensionless spatial and temporal co-

ordinates r1r=Rm and t1vt=Rm and parameters km/w1Rmkm/w=v,
kw/m1Rmkw/m=v, and d1d=Rm.

The efficiency of a search strategy, defined by a specific cytoskeleton

organization and motor performance, is measured in terms of a mean

first passage time (MFPT) with respect to the events defined by the

different search problems. To calculate the MFPT, we use an event-driven

Monte Carlo algorithm to generate the stochastic process, as sketched in

Fig. 1 c, and calculate the MFPT as an ensemble average. We use roughly

106 independent realizations of the search process for each parameter

value such that the relative statistical error for the MFPT is significantly

lower than 0:5%.
RESULTS

The proposed model allows the study of diverse transport
tasks. Here we focus on three different, biologically relevant
search problems: the narrow escape, the reaction, and the re-
action-escape problem. We analyze the dependence of
the search efficiency on the spatial organization of the cyto-
skeleton as well as the detection mode and the motor
performance.
Narrow escape problem

First, we consider intracellular transport of cargo that is
initially either centered or uniformly distributed within the
cell to a specific area on the plasma membrane. We evaluate
the impact of a particular spatial organization of the cyto-
skeleton given by Eq. 3 on the search efficiency.

To demonstrate the gain in efficiency of a spatially inho-
mogeneous search strategy corresponding to 0< d< 1, we
first consider homogeneous cytoskeleton organizations
with d ¼ 1. In accordance with (54), we find that the
MFPT decreases monotonically with increasing target size
aexit for diverse values of the transition rates km/w and
kw/m, as shown in Fig. 2, a and b. Fig. 2, a and b further
displays that initially uniformly distributed searcher posi-
tions are slightly more advantageous than a deterministic
initial position at the cell center for large target sizes. For
large exit zones aexitz2p, the searcher is likely to find the
escape by first encounter with the membrane; hence the
initial location of the searcher has a strong influence on
the MFPT. Contrarily, for narrow escapes, many hitting
events with the membrane are necessary to find the exit
zone, and as a result, the impact of the initial position of
the searcher vanishes, as the findings in Fig. 2, a and b
demonstrate. Moreover, Fig. 2, a and b indicates that an in-
crease in the rate km/w as well as a decrease in kw/m hin-
ders the detection of targets alongside the membrane.
Accordingly, Fig. 2 c illustrates that the optimal choice of
the transition rates for a search on a homogeneous cytoskel-
eton is given by koptm/w ¼ 0 and koptw/m ¼ N. Consequently,
an uninterrupted motion pattern without directional changes
in the bulk of the cell constitutes an optimal search strategy
for a homogeneous cytoskeleton (d ¼ 1). In the following,
we ask whether an inhomogeneous filament structure
(d< 1) has the potential to solve the narrow escape problem
more efficiently than its homogeneous pendant.

To answer this question, we compute the influence of the
actin cortex width d on the MFPT for various parameters
km/w, kw/m, and pantero for small escape regions of angle
aexit ¼ 0:1. Note that in this case, the exit zone constitutes
only 1.59% of the total spherical surface. Remarkably, we
find that for large probabilities of anterograde transport
pantero, the MFPT exhibits a pronounced minimum at small
widths of the actin cortex d. This phenomenon is largely
robust against changes in the transition rates km/w and
kw/m. The MFPT can be split into the total mean motion
time (MMT) and the total mean waiting time (MWT) a par-
ticle experiences in the course of its search. Thereby, the
mean waiting time is the product of the total mean number
of waiting periods (# waiting periods) and the mean waiting
time per arrest state (1=kw/m). In (54), we showed that the
number of waiting periods is independent of kw/m and de-
fines the optimal width of the actin cortex d in the limit of
kw/m/0. Consistent with (54), Fig. 2, d and e demonstrate
that the MMT, which defines the MFPT for kw/m/N, as
well as the mean number of waiting periods, display prom-
inent minima as a function of d for large probabilities pantero
for anterograde transport. Note that the first passage time
distribution, which for Brownian motion in bounded do-
mains generally consists of three parts (short times: expo-
nential decay, intermediate times: power law, long times:
exponential decay) (56,57), exhibits a broadening of the in-
termediate power law regime for d/0, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 2 e. However, when the search is dominated by radi-
ally inward transport for small pantero, a homogeneous strat-
egy d ¼ 1 is most efficient, since ds1 and pantero ¼ 0

prevents the searcher from touching the membrane. None-
theless, Fig. 2 f shows that a small cortex width d potentially
reduces the MFPT by several orders of magnitude. This em-
phasizes the general enhancement of the search efficiency
Biophysical Journal 114, 1420–1432, March 27, 2018 1423
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FIGURE 2 Narrow escape problem for homogeneous and inhomogeneous spatial organizations of the cytoskeleton. (a) Shown here is the MFPT versus the

target size aexit for different values of the transition rate km/w and kw/m ¼ N on a homogeneous cytoskeleton structure. Dashed lines correspond to initially

uniformly distributed searcher positions, and solid lines refer to searchers that are initially located at the center of the cell. (b) Shown here is the MFPT versus

km/w for a homogeneous cytoskeleton organization and diverse target sizes aexit and rates kw/m. Lines correspond to the centered initial condition, and

symbols correspond to the uniform case. (c) Shown here is the MFPT for a homogeneous cytoskeleton organization and centered initial condition as a func-

tion of the transition rates km/w and kw/m for aexit ¼ 0:1. (d) Shown here are the MMTand the mean number of waiting periods against the width of the actin

cortex d, which defines the inhomogeneity of the cytoskeleton, for diverse pantero, km/w ¼ 0, centered initial condition, and exit size aexit ¼ 0:1. (e) Shown

here is the same as in (d), but for km/w ¼ 10. The inset shows the full distribution of first passage times for km/w ¼ 10, kw/m ¼ N , pantero ¼ 1, and

centered initial condition with d ¼ 1 and d ¼ 0:1. At intermediate timescales, a broadening of the power law regime is observed for d/0. (f) Shown

here is the MFPT versus d and pantero for k
opt
m/w ¼ 0 and koptw/m ¼ N, which constitutes the optimal choice of transition rates for a spatially homogeneous

cytoskeleton, and centered initial condition of the searcher in the case of aexit ¼ 0:1. To see this figure in color, go online.
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by a spatially inhomogeneous filament structure compared
to the homogeneous pendant.
Reaction problem

Next, we investigate how efficient a spatial organization
of the cytoskeleton as defined in Eq. 3 can actually be
for the reaction problem. Two mobile particles with iden-
tical properties and uniformly distributed initial positions
perform random motion inside the cell until they detect
each other and react. We consider two different reaction
modes that depend on the motility states of both particles.
On the one hand, searcher and target particle react by sim-
ple encounter

��rS � rT
�� ¼ Rd regardless of the state both

are in. On the other hand, detection is only possible
when searcher and target particle are in the waiting state
and their relative distance is smaller than the detection
radius

��rS � rT
��%Rd. Fig. 1 c includes a sketch of the re-

action problem.
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Fig. 3, a–d show the results for the MFPT in the case of a
spatially homogeneous cytoskeleton (d ¼ 1) as a function of
the transition rates km/w and kw/m for two different detec-
tion radii, Rd ¼ 0:1 and Rd ¼ 0:025. Although Fig. 3, a
and b show that the optimal choice of transition rates is
koptm/w ¼ 0 and koptw/m ¼ N for detection by simple encounter,
a nontrivial optimum arises when reaction is only possible in
thewaiting state, as shown in Fig. 3, c and d. Remarkably, the
absolute values of the minima are rather robust against alter-
ations of the transition rates, as indicated by the contour lines.
Moreover, Fig. 3 e illustrates that for high values of km/w, the
MFPT is largely independent of the detection mode. The
detection time is then dominated by getting the particles in
close proximity in the first place.

We take the optimal values koptm/w and koptw/m from the ho-
mogeneous case d ¼ 1 and compute the MFPT for an inho-
mogeneous cytoskeleton organization as a function of the
actin cortex width d and the probability for radially outward
transport pantero. The results, shown in Fig. 4, a and b,
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FIGURE 3 Reaction problem for homogeneous organizations of the cytoskeleton. (a) Shown here is the MFPT versus km/w and kw/m for Rd ¼ 0:1 and

detection by simple encounter. (b) Shown here is the same as in (a), but for Rd ¼ 0:025. (c) Shown here is the MFPT versus km/w and kw/m for Rd ¼ 0:1 and

detection that is only possible in the waiting state. (d) Shown here is the same as in (c), but for Rd ¼ 0:025. (e) Shown here is the MFPT in dependence of

kw/m for diverse rates km/w, Rd ¼ 0:1, and both detection modes. To see this figure in color, go online.
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demonstrate that for both detection modes, a superior strat-
egy can be found for pantero ¼ 0, which drives the particles
toward the central MTOC. Fig. 4, c–e show that a cell is able
to regulate the location of the reactions, and thus the spatial
distribution of reaction products, by adjustment of pantero.
Although for pantero ¼ 0, reaction mainly takes place in
the interior of the cell close to the central MTOC, it predom-
inantly happens in the peripheral actin cortex for pantero ¼ 1.
Note that the peaks in Fig. 4, c and d at radial positions
r ¼ Rd and r ¼ Rm � Rd arise because of the detection
radius, which is here set to Rd ¼ 0:1. Furthermore, the peaks
at r˛f0; d;Rmg result from automatic switching to the arrest
state, which is particularly beneficial when detection is only
possible in the waiting state. Besides the reaction strategy of
moving searcher and target particle toward the MTOC by
pantero ¼ 0, which is generally optimal for d ¼ 0 as indi-
cated by Fig. 4 f, the reaction time can also be minimized
for pantero ¼ 1 by establishing a thin actin cortex, as shown
in Fig. 4, g and h. The occurrence of the minimum depends
critically on both transition rates. Fig. 4 i shows that the
MMT as well as the number of waiting periods depend on
km/w and kw/m. This is in sharp contrast to our findings
for the narrow escape problem and holds in particular
when detection is only possible in the waiting state.

Note that, for instance, the MFPT in Fig. 4, h and i dis-
plays a prominent kink at d ¼ 0:1 for km/w ¼ 0 for detec-
tion in the waiting state. Under these conditions, a particle
does not switch to the waiting state in the bulk of the
cell, and consequently detection critically depends upon
automatic transitions to the waiting state at the MTOC
(r ¼ 0), the inner border of the actin cortex (r ¼ 1� d),
and the plasma membrane (r ¼ 1). When d%Rd, there
are three different realizations of searcher and target loca-
tions which may lead to detection: both particles at
the membrane, both particles at the inner border, or one
particle at the membrane and one at the inner border.
When 1� Rd%d, there are again three possible configura-
tions for detection: both particles at the inner border, both
at the MTOC, or one at the inner border and one at the
MTOC. However, for Rd < d< 1� Rd, the mixed configura-
tions are not possible anymore, and reaction can only take
place when both particles are either located closely enough
at the membrane or at the MTOC. This results in the kink of
the MFPT at d ¼ 0:1, since Rd ¼ 0:1 in Fig. 4.
Reaction problem for nonidentical particles

Until now, we studied the reaction problem for searcher
and target particles with identical motility pattern, i.e.,
with equal transition rates km/w and kw/m and equal
probability for anterograde transport pantero. Here, we
investigate consequences of nonidentical motility schemes
on the efficiency of intracellular reactions. This is relevant
when searcher and target particle are not equal but, e.g.,
are equipped with different motor species or differ in
size. Waiting times and effective mesh size of the cyto-
skeleton, which are associated with the transition rates
km/w and kw/m, depend on the size of the transported
cargo (12).

To study the impact of nonidentical particle properties,
we fix the motility parameters (kSm/w, k

S
w/m, and pSantero)

of the searching particle, but vary the ones (kTm/w, k
T
w/m,

and pTantero) of the target. Fig. 5 a displays the MFPT as a
function of the width d of the actin cortex for nonidentical
values of pantero. Although pSantero ¼ 1 is fixed for the
searcher, pTantero is varied for the target particle. Apart from
Biophysical Journal 114, 1420–1432, March 27, 2018 1425
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FIGURE 4 Reaction problem for inhomogeneous organizations of the cytoskeleton. (a) Shown here is the MFPTas a function of d and pantero for Rd ¼ 0:1,

koptm/w ¼ 0, and koptw/m ¼N, which are the optimal rates for the homogeneous case when detection happens by simple encounter. (b) Shown here is the MFPT

as a function of d and pantero for Rd ¼ 0:1, koptm/w ¼ 13, and koptw/m ¼ 34, which are the optimal rates for the homogeneous case since detection is only possible

in the waiting state. (c) Shown here is the distribution of reaction locations r for various values of pantero. The cortical width is fixed to d ¼ 0:5, and the

transition rates koptm/w and koptw/m are applied. Detection takes place by encounter at Rd ¼ 0:1. (d) Shown here is the same as in (c), but detection is only

possible in the waiting state. (e) Given here is the probability for a reaction to take place in the interior or the periphery of a cell versus pantero for fixed width

of the actin cortex d ¼ 0:5 and Rd ¼ 0:1. The rates koptm/w and koptw/m are applied for both reaction modes. (f) Shown here is theMFPTas a function of the width

of the actin cortex d for Rd ¼ 0:1, pantero ¼ 0, km/w ¼ 10, diverse values of kw/m, and both detection modes. (g) Shown here is the same as in (f), but for

pantero ¼ 1. (h) Shown here is the same as in (g), but for km/w ¼ 0. (i) Shown here is the MMT as well as the mean number of waiting periods versus d for

Rd ¼ 0:1, pantero ¼ 1, km/w ¼ 0, diverse values of kw/m, and both detection modes. To see this figure in color, go online.
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that, the particles are identical. As expected, a strong
inequality in pantero increases the MFPT by several orders
of magnitude as it drives the particles apart. Although the
ones with pantero ¼ 1 are predominantly moving in the cor-
tex, the ones with pantero ¼ 0 stick to the center of the cell.
Consequently, a homogeneous search strategy on a random
network with d ¼ 1 is favorable in that case. This finding is
robust against changes in the transition rates km/w and
kw/m. Remarkably, the influence of nonidentical transition
rates km/w and kw/m on the search efficiency strongly de-
pends on the detection mode, as found by Fig. 5, b and c.
Although making the target less motile than the searcher,
either by increasing kTm/w or decreasing kTw/m, makes the
search less efficient when detection takes place by pure
encounter, it has the opposite effect when detection is
only possible in the waiting state. This result is robust
against changes in pantero but vanishes for increasing
km/w, as the search is then first of all determined by getting
the particles in close proximity.
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Next, we analyze the consequences of an immotile target
that is uniformly distributed in the cell on the efficiency of
the reaction problem. Fig. 5 d shows the MFPT to an inert
target in the case of a homogeneous cytoskeleton versus
the transition rates km/w and kw/m of the searcher for
Rd ¼ 0:1. The upper panel displays the MFPT for detection
by encounter, whereas detection depends on the waiting
state in the lower panel. We find that koptw/m ¼ N is optimal
for both detection modes and all values of the detection
radius Rd. Moreover, koptm/w ¼ 0 is universally optimal for
detection by encounter, whereas koptm/w depends on Rd

when detection is only possible in the waiting state, as
demonstrated by Fig. 5 e. To investigate the impact of
inhomogeneous cytoskeleton organizations, we evaluate
the MFPT to an immobile target in Fig. 5 f as a function
of pantero and d for both detection modes, in which the
optimal transition rates for the homogeneous counterparts
are applied. For all widths d of the actin cortex, an optimal
strategy to detect an immobile target within the cell is
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FIGURE 5 Reaction problem for nonidentical particles. (a) Shown here is the MFPT versus d for nonidentical values of pantero. Although p
S
antero ¼ 1 is fixed

for the searcher, pTantero is varied for the target particle. Apart from that, the particles are identical, i.e., km/w ¼ 10 and kw/m ¼ 100. Both detection modes are

considered for Rd ¼ 0:1. (b) Shown here is the MFPTas a function of d for nonidentical transition rates km/w. The rate k
T
m/w is varied for the target, whereas

that of the searcher is fixed to kSm/w ¼ 0. Other parameters are identical, i.e., kw/m ¼ 100, pantero ¼ 1, and Rd ¼ 0:1. (c) Shown here is the MFPT versus

d for nonidentical transition rates kw/m. The rate kTw/m of the target particle is varied, whereas that of the searcher is given by kSw/m ¼ 100; otherwise

km/w ¼ 0, pantero ¼ 1, and Rd ¼ 0:1. (d) Shown here is the reaction problem for an immobile, uniformly distributed target particle and a homogeneous

cytoskeleton as a function of the transition rates km/w and kw/m of the searcher for Rd ¼ 0:1. The upper panel shows the results when detection takes place

by encounter, whereas for the lower one detection depends on the waiting state. (e) Shown here is the MFPT versus the transition rate km/w for an immo-

bilized target and homogeneous cytoskeleton, where kw/m ¼ N and Rd˛f0:025; 0:1g. Both detection modes are applied. (f) Shown here is the MFPT versus

d and pantero for an immobile target and Rd ¼ 0:1. The optimal transition rates for the homogeneous pendant are applied for both detection modes, i.e., (upper

panel) koptm/w ¼ 0 and koptw/m ¼ N for detection by encounter and (lower panel) koptm/w ¼ 7 and koptw/m ¼ N when detection is only possible in the waiting

state. (g) Shown here is the MFPT as a function of d for an immobile target and various pantero. Both detection modes are considered for Rd ¼ 0:1,

km/w ¼ 1, and kw/m ¼ N. (h) Shown here is the same as in (g), but for km/w ¼ 10. To see this figure in color, go online.

Cytoskeleton Supports Targeted Transport
defined by pantero ¼ 0:5. In general, a homogeneous, random
cytoskeletal network (d ¼ 1, independent of pantero) is most
efficient. This conclusion is very robust against changes in
the transition rates km/w and kw/m and holds for both
detection modes, as indicated by Fig. 5, g and h. Although
the reaction problem for two identically motile particles
can be efficiently solved by restricting motility space (either
by pantero ¼ 0 and d ¼ 0 or by pantero ¼ 1 and a thin cortex d;
see Fig. 4), it is best to explore the cell on a homogeneous
network (d ¼ 1 or at least pantero ¼ 0:5) in the case of
randomly distributed immotile targets.
Reaction-escape problem

Next, we study the efficiency of inhomogeneous search stra-
tegies for the combination of reaction and escape problem.
Cargo first has to bind to a reaction partner before the prod-
uct can be delivered to a specific area on the cell boundary.
All particles obey the same motility scheme. Fig. 1 c shows
a sketch of the reaction-escape problem. The searcher and
the target particle react and form a product particle once
they get closer than a distance Rd, either regardless of their
motility state or only possible in the waiting state. Then, the
product particle performs the escape problem, as the exit
area is only absorbing for the product. The total MFPT of
the reaction-escape problem is composed of the MFPTreact

for the reaction problem and the MFPTescape for the
following escape problem of the product particle to
the exit zone on the plasma membrane, i.e., MFPT ¼
MFPTreact þ MFPTescape.
Fig. 6, a and b present the MFPT for the reaction-

escape problem in the case of a homogeneous cytoskeleton
(d ¼ 1) as a function of the rates km/w and kw/m for
Rd ¼ 0:1 and aexit ¼ 0:1. As expected, when reaction does
not depend on the motility state of the particles, the MFPT
is minimal for koptm/w ¼ 0 and koptw/m ¼ N, since the MFPT
of the homogeneous escape problem and that of the homoge-
neous reaction problem is optimal for the same rates, as
Biophysical Journal 114, 1420–1432, March 27, 2018 1427
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FIGURE 6 Reaction-escape problem for homogeneous and inhomogeneous spatial organizations of the cytoskeleton. (a) Shown here is the MFPT versus

the transition rates km/w and kw/m for a homogeneous cytoskeleton organization with reaction radius Rd ¼ 0:1 and exit size aexit ¼ 0:1, in which reaction

happens by encounter regardless of the motility state. (b) Shown here is the same as in (a), but reaction is only possible in the waiting state. (c) Shown here

is the MFPT as a function of the actin cortex width d and the probability for anterograde transport pantero for k
opt
m/w ¼ 0, koptw/m ¼ N, Rd ¼ 0:1, and aexit ¼

0:1. Reaction happens by pure encounter. (d) Shown here is the same as in (c), but for koptm/w ¼ 5 and koptw/m ¼ 22. Reaction is only possible when both

particles are in the waiting state. (e) Shown here is the MFPT against the width of the actin cortex d for km/w ¼ 0 and diverse values of kw/m, where

pantero ¼ 1, Rd ¼ 0:1, and aexit ¼ 0:1. Reaction happens by simple encounter. (f) Shown here is the same as in (e), but reaction depends on the waiting

state. (g) Shown here is the same as in (a), but for km/w ¼ 10. (h) Shown here is the same as in (f), but for km/w ¼ 10. To see this figure in color,

go online.
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displayed in Figs. 2 c and 3 a. However, when reaction is
only possible in the waiting state, the MFPT features two
minima as a result of the interplay between km/w ¼ 0 and
kw/m ¼ N being optimal for the escape and km/w ¼ 13

and kw/m ¼ 34 being optimal for the reaction problem.
Although the global minimum at km/w ¼ 0 and kw/m ¼ 1

is deficient, the local minimum at koptm/w ¼ 5 and koptw/m ¼
22, with an absolute value only 5% higher than the one of
the global minimum, is very pronounced and robust against
alterations of the rates.

To explore the influence of the spatial inhomogeneity of the
cytoskeleton, we measure the MFPT for the reaction-escape
problem as a function of the cortexwidth d and the probability
for anterograde transport pantero in Fig. 6, c and d for both re-
action modes, for which we used the optimal transition rates
koptm/w and koptw/m of the homogeneous case. Even though
pantero ¼ 0 is advantageous for the pure reaction problem, as
found in Fig. 4, a low probability of radially outward transport
is highly inferior for the reaction-escape problem, as it pre-
vents the compound particle from reaching the membrane
f3DðarotÞ ¼
�
pa: dðarotÞ þ ð1� pa:Þd

1=p;
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and thus from detecting the exit zone. A superior search strat-
egy for the reaction-escape problem is defined by a high prob-
ability pantero and a thin actin cortex d. The gain in search
efficiency by an inhomogeneous spatial organization of the
cytoskeleton is also conserved for nonoptimal transition rates
km/w and kw/m, as illustrated in Fig. 6, e–h. Consequently,
adjustments of thewidth of the actin cortex potentially reduce
the MFPT up to several orders of magnitude.
Toward a more realistic cytoskeleton

So far, we have studied intracellular search strategies in 2D
environments. However, a generalization of our model to
three-dimensional (3D) spherical cells is straightforward.
When updating the particle direction, the new velocity
v+ðv; q+v ;4+

v Þ is given in a rotated coordinate system where
the z+ axis is pointing in the direction of the current particle
position rðr;qr;4rÞ. Although 4+

v is uniformly distributed in
½0; 2pÞ, the azimuth q+v ˛½0;p� is drawn from the rotation
angle distribution
ðarot � pÞ; for 0< r <Rm � d;
for Rm � d< r <Rm;

(4)
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FIGURE 7 Steps toward a more realistic cytoskeleton. Given here are the MFPTof the escape, the reaction, and the reaction-escape problem as a function

of the actin cortex width d for a three-dimensional cell of volume V ¼ 4pð5 mmÞ3=3 with aexit ¼ 0:2, Rd ¼ 0:1 mm, v ¼ 1 mm=s, and pantero ¼ 1. For bio-

logically reasonable transition rates km/w ¼ 10=s and kw/m˛f10�1=s; 100=s; 101=sg, the reaction mode (left-hand side for reaction by pure encounter and

right-hand side for reaction that is only possible in the waiting state) has no major impact on the search efficiency. (a) The optimal width of the actin cortex is

approximately dopt ¼ 0:3 mm in the case of a uniform distribution of actin filaments (according to Eq. 4) in spherical cells. (b) Shown here is the influence of

cell shape on the search efficiency of transport tasks in spheroidal cells with semiaxes c> a and various eccentricities e. (c) Shown here is the MFPT for space-

dependent transition rates ~kw/mðrÞ and a total mean number of microtubules in a spherical cell of NMT˛f102; 103g in comparison to constant waiting times.

(d) Shown here is the impact of Gaussian-distributed actin orientations with mean m˛f0;p=2;pg and standard deviation s ¼ 1 on the MFPT in comparison to

a uniformly random actin network for spherical cells. To see this figure in color, go online.
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which is the 3D complement of Eq. 3. In Fig. 7, a, c, and d,
we assume a 3D spherical cell of radius Rm ¼ 5 mm,
which is consistent with the dimension of T cells. Since
the diameter of an immunological synapse is reported to
be of the order of microns (37,39,40,53), we choose
aexit ¼ 0:2, which results in an exit zone of size 0.2 �
5 mm ¼ 1 mm. We further take into account the typical
size of vesicles by Rd ¼ 0:1 mm (53) and the conventional
motor speed by v ¼ 1 mm=s (6). Since cargo typically
detaches at network intersections (12), a transition rate
of km/w ¼ v=‘ ¼ 10=s results in a biologically reason-
able mesh size of ‘ ¼ 100 nm (35,36). We consider
kw/m˛f10�1=s; 100=s; 101=sg, because the mean waiting
time of cargo at network intersections is reported to
be of the order of seconds (12,18,58), and choose
pantero ¼ 1, which is optimal for the reaction-escape prob-
lem as found in Fig. 6 and reflects a low activity level of
dynein motors.

Under these circumstances, Fig. 7 a reveals an optimal
width of the actin cortex of approximately dopt ¼ 0:3 mm.
This is in good agreement with the typical width of an
actin cortex (35,36,59). Remarkably, for biologically
reasonable parameters, the reaction mode has no significant
effect on the search efficiency, as already expected by
Fig. 3 e (here, the dimensionless transition rate is
km/w1Rmkm/w=v ¼ 50). Moreover, the divergence of
the MFPT in the limit of d/0 outlines the role of the actin
cortex between functional gateway (optimized d) and trans-
port barrier (d/0) (60).

Still, Eq. 4 reflects a simplified view of the real cytoskel-
eton. Next, we take three steps toward a more realistic
cytoskeletal organization.

Until now we investigated nonpolarized spherical cells.
However, most cells show some sort of polarization (6).
To check for the influence of polarization on the search ef-
ficiency of intracellular transport, we investigate ellipsoidal
cells. The cell shape is modeled by a prolate spheroid with
z as the symmetry axis and semiaxes c, a (c > a). In Fig. 7 b,

we fix the volume of the spheroid V ¼ 4pð5 mmÞ3=3
to exclude volume effects and vary the eccentricity e ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� a2=c2
p

˛½0; 1½, where e ¼ 0 corresponds to a spherical

cell. For the narrow escape problem, the exit zone is located
at the north pole of the spheroid. Note that aexit is adapted to
the eccentricity e to guarantee a fixed target size of 1 mm.
Under biologically reasonable conditions, Fig. 7 b indicates
Biophysical Journal 114, 1420–1432, March 27, 2018 1429
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that the gain in search efficiency by a thin actin cortex is
conserved for ellipsoidal cells.

Next, we consider that the concentration of microtubules
is not constant but depends on the radial position r within
the cell. Although the microtubule network is denser close
to the MTOC, it gets more and more dilute in the cell periph-
ery. The probability of finding a microtubule decreases with
increasing r and can be estimated by r2DðrÞ ¼ NMTdMT=

ð2prÞ in 2D and r3DðrÞ ¼ NMTd
2
MT=ð16r2Þ in 3D, where

NMT ¼ 102 � 103 specifies the mean number of microtu-
bules in the cell (61,62) and dMT ¼ 25nm is the diameter
of a single microtubule (6). This can be considered in our
model by introducing position-dependent transition rates
~kw/mðrÞ ¼ rðrÞ � kw/m in the cell interior. Consequently,
the greater the distance from the MTOC—and thus the
lower the microtubule density—the longer the particle re-
mains in the waiting state. Fig. 7 c shows the MFPT for

space-dependent transition rates ~kw/mðrÞ in comparison to
the results for constant transition rate kw/m. As expected,
the impact of the variable microtubule density on the search
efficiency vanishes with increasing width of the actin
cortex d, since in the periphery the rate kw/m is constant.
Furthermore, the effect is stronger for low values of NMT

because of the resulting greater mean waiting time per wait-
ing period. Overall, the gain in efficiency by a thin actin
cortex is conserved for the reaction-escape problem.

Even though the orientation of actin filaments in the cortex
typically is random, the exact distribution of actin polarities
is elusive. There are several mechanisms that influence the
directionality of actin networks. For instance, actin filaments
align to microtubules (63) or form branches at distinct angles
by means of the protein complex Arp2/3 (64,65). In Fig. 7 d,
we analyze nonuniform, cutoff-Gaussian rotation angle dis-
tributions in the cell cortex as follows:
~f 3DðarotÞ ¼

8>><
>>:

pa: dðarotÞ þ ð1� pa:Þdðarot � pÞ; for 0< r <Rm � d;

Nffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e�
1
2
ðarot � mÞ2 ; for Rm � d< r <Rm;

(5)
with mean m> 0 and normalization N so that arot˛½0;p�. A
mean value m˛½0;p=2Þ (m˛ðp=2;p�) leads to actin filaments
which are directed radially outwards (inwards), whereas
m ¼ p=2 corresponds to a predominantly lateral orientation.
Fig. 7 d displays the MFPT as a function of the cortex width
d for diverse polarities of the actin cortex defined by themean
values m˛f0;p=2;pg. The behavior of the MFPT for lateral
actin orientations (m ¼ p=2) is similar to that of uniformly
random actin networks because of the equal probability for
outward- and inward-directed cargo transport. An inhomoge-
neous cytoskeletal structurewith a thin actin cortex generally
1430 Biophysical Journal 114, 1420–1432, March 27, 2018
supports the search efficiency. On the contrary, for outward-
pointing actin filaments (m<p=2), the particle is predomi-
nantly moving in close proximity of the cell boundary
because of the actin network polarity. For that reason, the
cortex width d largely does not influence the MFPT and the
homogeneous limit d ¼ 1 is most efficient. Inward-directed
actin polarities (m>p=2) drive the cargo toward the cell
center. Although this is advantageous for the pure reaction
problem (the effect is comparable to pantero ¼ 0 in Fig. 4), it
is highly disadvantageous for the escape and consequently
also for the reaction-escape problem. There, an efficient
search strategy strongly depends on the formation of a thin
actin cortexwhich forces the particle closer to themembrane,
as evident from the pronounced minimum of the MFPT.
In general, a larger standard deviation of the Gaussian in
Eq. 5 randomizes the actin network. Consequently, the
behavior of the MFPT converges to the uniform case, and
an inhomogeneous cytoskeleton generally improves the
search efficiency again (see also (54)).
DISCUSSION

We analyzed the importance of the spatial organization of
the cytoskeleton of living cells for targeted intracellular
transport, which occurs when cargo particles have to find
reaction partners or specific target areas inside a cell. Mo-
tor-assisted transport along cytoskeletal filaments is known
to enhance reaction kinetics in cells that are homogeneously
filled with random filaments (29). However, such a condi-
tion is only fulfilled in a thin actin cortex underneath the
plasma membrane, since the interior of the cell allows
merely radial transport along microtubules.

Remarkably, we find that the confinement of randomly
oriented cytoskeletal filaments to a thin actin cortex is not
a handicap for the cell but can substantially increase the
efficiency of diverse transport tasks. We obtain this result
by formulation of a random velocity model with intermittent
arrest states that takes into account the spatially inhomoge-
neous structure of the cytoskeleton. Our model allows the
systematic study of the impact of the cytoskeleton organiza-
tion, the motor behavior, and the target detection mode on
the search efficiency of diverse transport tasks. Here, we
analyze three paradigmatic intracellular search problems:
the narrow escape problem, the reaction problem, and the
reaction-escape problem.



TABLE 1 Recapitulation of the Optimal Search Strategies for

Narrow Escapes Defined by aexit ¼ 0:1 and Reaction Partners of

Size Rd ¼ 0:1

Homogeneous

Cytoskeleton

Inhomogeneous

Cytoskeleton

koptm/w koptw/m poptantero dopt

Narrow escape 0 N 1 ˛ �0; 1½
Reaction of Identical Particles

Detection: encounter 0 N 0 0

Detection: waiting �13 �34 0 0

Reaction with Immotile Target

Detection: encounter 0 N 0.5 1

Detection: waiting �7 N 0.5 1

Reaction-Escape of Identical Particles

Detection: encounter 0 N 1 ˛ �0; 1½
Detection: waiting �5 �22 1 ˛ �0; 1½
The optimal transition rates koptm/w and koptw/m of a homogeneous cytoskel-

eton structure are applied for the inhomogeneous case.

Cytoskeleton Supports Targeted Transport
We find that the best strategy for the escape problem is
to transport the cargo toward the periphery by a high
probability for anterograde transport and keep it in close
proximity to the membrane by providing a thin actin cor-
tex. In the case of the reaction problem, efficient detection
is based on bringing the reaction partners with identical
motility patterns close together either at the center of
the cell (pantero ¼ 0 and d ¼ 0) or in a thin cortex
(pantero ¼ 1 and dopt). However, this strategy fails for
nonidentical particles with different motor activity levels
defined by pantero. In that case, a homogeneous, random
cytoskeleton (d ¼ 1) is advantageous. Although for the re-
action problem, pantero ¼ 0 is most efficient, it is highly
deficient for the escape problem. Hence, both strategies
have to be combined effectively for the reaction-escape
problem. In the case that the motility pattern of the product
particle is not different from that of searcher and target, a
high probability for anterograde transport and establishing
a thin actin cortex is favorable. Table 1 recapitulates the
best search strategies for the three transport tasks under
investigation.

Our results indicate that cells with a centrosome are able
to realize efficient intracellular search strategies by intermit-
tent transport on a cytoskeleton with specific spatial struc-
ture (see also (49,50) for similar findings in a model with
intermittent diffusion). In comparison to the homogeneous
pendant, an inhomogeneous cytoskeleton organization that
displays only a thin actin cortex generally leads to a consid-
erable gain in search efficiency for diverse intracellular
transport tasks.
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